RIDER
The band and his crew are as below:
-

5 musicians

1 stage manager/technician/roadies (*)
1 sound engineer (*)
1 merchandiser (*)

(*) = They will be taken in charge by the event organizer upon arrival.

Accommodation
The event organizer will take care of the accommodation for 5 people for the travel, nights,
event, catering.

Planning / Staff
The day of the show, the concert organizer will place at the artist disposal the following staff:
-

one stage sound engineer
one lights technician
one sound engineer

Sound system
The concert organizer will have to provide:
-

a sound system adapted to the venue
the sound material, according to the stage plan enclosed.

Dressing room
The concert organizer must provide to the artist upon arrival, a proper dressing room which
will act as place of rest and preparation. It will not have to be far away from the venue and
will have to be easily accessible from/to the stage. This place must absolutely be inaccessible
to the members of the audience.
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Catering
Upon the artist arrival as throughout the all performance, it will be provided:
-

coffee, tea (milk, sugar, honey, lemon)
1 bottle of orange juice
1 L of Coke normal and 1L diet
2 L of Ice Tea
Energy drinks (red bull, dark dog, burn, isostar, etc…)
6 L of mineral water, sparkling and plain water
10 cans of beer
Salads (not raw carrots)
Separate dressing, bread, cheeses, cold meats, yoghurts, fresh fruit (apples,
bananas and seasonal fruits)
Chocolate bars (Twix, Bounty, etc.) + Sweets

-

Dinner
The promoter will provide a full hot meal for minimum 5 people.
Caution: allergy -> not raw carrots
Dinner time will be 3 hours before the show or discussed with the band according to their
time to move on stage (can eat hot AFTER the concert in some cases).
If the promoter is not able to serve a hot meal, the band will receive the sum of 15 € (or
equivalent) per person for outside dinner.

Merchandising
The band sells CDs and T-shirts. The concert organizer will arrange at least a table and a
chair. The place should be easily accessible to the audience.

Guest List
A guest list of maximum 5 people will be provided by the artist to the concert organizer,
before the doors opening.

Security
The concert organizer will be held to guarantee the good preservation of the material
installed by the artist and this as sole agent of the called material.
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The concert organizer commits himself/herself to insure the venue supervision in a
permanent way since the band material will be stored there.
Any theft or damage occurring during the time that the artist will be at the venue, will be
under the whole responsibility of the concert organizer who will have to ensure the
compensation for replacement of the artist material.
This rider is part integral of the contract, any noncompliance with this one will lead to
the cancellation of the contract.

Contacts
In case of any problems, please contact Science of Disorder’s manager to find a solution.
COE MANAGEMENT
AEON MUSIC MANAGEMENT
DOROTHY
AEON.MUSIC.DOROTHY@GMAIL.COM

(* to be confirmed)
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